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Chapter 2 Thermodynamics An Engineering Approach
Thermodynamics includes thirteen independent volumes that define how to perform the
selection and calculation of equipment involved in the thirteen basic operations of
process engineering, offering reliable and simple methods. Throughout these concise
and easy-to-use books, the author uses his vast practical experience and precise
knowledge of global research to present an in-depth study of a variety of aspects within
the field of chemical engineering. The main concepts of thermodynamics are presented
in detail, and their importance is demonstrated through their various practical
applications. In this volume, the author provides a general introduction into the study of
thermodynamics. Across the five chapters, users will find different concepts involved in
the study of energy, including systems, states, energy, laws, and their associated
theorems. In addition, the author provides the methods needed for understanding the
machinery used in applied thermodynamics to encourage students and engineers to
build the programs they need themselves. Provides detailed descriptions of
thermodynamic phenomena Presents clear analysis and practical applications Includes
different concepts involved in the study of energy, including systems, states, energy,
laws, and their associated theorems
Thermodynamic Approaches in Engineering Systems responds to the need for a
synthesizing volume that throws light upon the extensive field of thermodynamics from
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a chemical engineering perspective that applies basic ideas and key results from the
field to chemical engineering problems. This book outlines and interprets the most
valuable achievements in applied non-equilibrium thermodynamics obtained within the
recent fifty years. It synthesizes nontrivial achievements of thermodynamics in
important branches of chemical and biochemical engineering. Readers will gain an
update on what has been achieved, what new research problems could be stated, and
what kind of further studies should be developed within specialized research. Presents
clearly structured chapters beginning with an introduction, elaboration of the process,
and results summarized in a conclusion Written by a first-class expert in the field of
advanced methods in thermodynamics Provides a synthesis of recent thermodynamic
developments in practical systems Presents very elaborate literature discussions from
the past fifty years
This book provides a sound foundation for understanding abstract concepts of phase
and reaction equilibria (e.g. partial molar Gibbs energy, fugacity, and activity), and
shows how to apply these concepts to solve practical problems using numerous clear
examples. It also presents numerical methods necessary for solving real-world
problems as well the basic mathematics needed, facilitating its use as a self-study
reference work. In the example problems requiring MATHCAD® for the solution, the
results of the intermediate steps are given, enabling the reader to easily track mistakes
and understand the order of magnitude of the various quantities involved. Clear layout,
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coherent and logical organization of the content, and presentation suitable for self-study
Provides analytical equations in dimensionless form for the calculation of changes in
internal energy, enthalpy, and entropy as well as departure functions and fugacity
coefficients Includes up-to-date information, comprehensive in-depth content and
current examples in each chapter Includes many well organized problems (with
answers), which are extensions of the examples enabling conceptual understanding for
quantitative/real problem solving Includes the mathematical background required for
solving problems encountered in phase and reaction equilibria
A brand new book, FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS makes the abstract subject of chemical engineering
thermodynamics more accessible to undergraduate students. The subject is presented
through a problem-solving inductive (from specific to general) learning approach,
written in a conversational and approachable manner. Suitable for either a onesemester course or two-semester sequence in the subject, this book covers
thermodynamics in a complete and mathematically rigorous manner, with an emphasis
on solving practical engineering problems. The approach taken stresses problemsolving, and draws from best practice engineering teaching strategies.
FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS uses
examples to frame the importance of the material. Each topic begins with a motivational
example that is investigated in context to that topic. This framing of the material is
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helpful to all readers, particularly to global learners who require big picture insights, and
hands-on learners who struggle with abstractions. Each worked example is fully
annotated with sketches and comments on the thought process behind the solved
problems. Common errors are presented and explained. Extensive margin notes add to
the book accessibility as well as presenting opportunities for investigation. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, Third Edition, provides
you with the best, state-of-the-art coverage for every aspect of petroleum and natural
gas engineering. With thousands of illustrations and 1,600 information-packed pages,
this handbook is a handy and valuable reference. Written by dozens of leading industry
experts and academics, the book provides the best, most comprehensive source of
petroleum engineering information available. Now in an easy-to-use single volume
format, this classic is one of the true "must haves" in any petroleum or natural gas
engineer's library. A classic for over 65 years, this book is the most comprehensive
source for the newest developments, advances, and procedures in the oil and gas
industry. New to this edition are materials covering everything from drilling and
production to the economics of the oil patch. Updated sections include: underbalanced
drilling; integrated reservoir management; and environmental health and safety. The
sections on natural gas have been updated with new sections on natural gas
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liquefaction processing, natural gas distribution, and transport. Additionally there are
updated and new sections on offshore equipment and operations, subsea connection
systems, production control systems, and subsea control systems. Standard Handbook
of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, Third Edition, is a one-stop training tool for
any new petroleum engineer or veteran looking for a daily practical reference. Presents
new and updated sections in drilling and production Covers all calculations, tables, and
equations for every day petroleum engineers Features new sections on today's
unconventional resources and reservoirs
Engineering students in a wide variety of engineering disciplines from mechanical and
chemical to biomedical and materials engineering must master the principles of
transport phenomena as an essential tool in analyzing and designing any system or
systems wherein momentum, heat and mass are transferred. This textbook was
developed to address that need, with a clear presentation of the fundamentals, ample
problem sets to reinforce that knowledge, and tangible examples of how this knowledge
is put to use in engineering design. Professional engineers, too, will find this book
invaluable as reference for everything from heat exchanger design to chemical
processing system design and more. * Develops an understanding of the thermal and
physical behavior of multiphase systems with phase change, including microscale and
porosity, for practical applications in heat transfer, bioengineering, materials science,
nuclear engineering, environmental engineering, process engineering, biotechnology
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and nanotechnology * Brings all three forms of phase change, i.e., liquid vapor, solid
liquid and solid vapor, into one volume and describes them from one perspective in the
context of fundamental treatment * Presents the generalized integral and differential
transport phenomena equations for multi-component multiphase systems in local
instance as well as averaging formulations. The molecular approach is also discussed
with the connection between microscopic and molecular approaches * Presents basic
principles of analyzing transport phenomena in multiphase systems with emphasis on
melting, solidification, sublimation, vapor deposition, condensation, evaporation, boiling
and two-phase flow heat transfer at the micro and macro levels * Solid/liquid/vapor
interfacial phenomena, including the concepts of surface tension, wetting phenomena,
disjoining pressure, contact angle, thin films and capillary phenomena, including
interfacial balances for mass, species, momentum, and energy for multi-component and
multiphase interfaces are discussed * Ample examples and end-of-chapter problems,
with Solutions Manual and PowerPoint presentation available to the instructors
Advanced Thermodynamics for Engineers, Second Edition introduces the basic
concepts of thermodynamics and applies them to a wide range of technologies. Authors
Desmond Winterbone and Ali Turan also include a detailed study of combustion to
show how the chemical energy in a fuel is converted into thermal energy and
emissions; analyze fuel cells to give an understanding of the direct conversion of
chemical energy to electrical power; and provide a study of property relationships to
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enable more sophisticated analyses to be made of irreversible thermodynamics,
allowing for new ways of efficiently covering energy to power (e.g. solar energy, fuel
cells). Worked examples are included in most of the chapters, followed by exercises
with solutions. By developing thermodynamics from an explicitly equilibrium perspective
and showing how all systems attempt to reach equilibrium (and the effects of these
systems when they cannot), Advanced Thermodynamics for Engineers, Second Edition
provides unparalleled insight into converting any form of energy into power. The
theories and applications of this text are invaluable to students and professional
engineers of all disciplines. Includes new chapter that introduces basic terms and
concepts for a firm foundation of study Features clear explanations of complex topics
and avoids complicated mathematical analysis Updated chapters with recent advances
in combustion, fuel cells, and more Solutions manual will be provided for end-of-chapter
problems
Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics, Second Edition is a five-chapter text that
covers some basic thermodynamic concepts, including thermodynamic system
equilibrium, thermodynamic properties, and thermodynamic application to special
systems. Chapter 1 introduces the concept of equilibrium, maximum work of
thermodynamic systems, development of Gibbs and Helmholtz functions,
thermodynamic system equilibrium, and conditions for stability and spontaneous
change. Chapter 2 deals with the general thermodynamic relations for systems of
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constant chemical composition; the development of Maxwell relations; the derivatives of
specific heats; coefficients of h, p, T, Clausius-Clapeyron equations; the JouleThomson effect; and application of van der Waals gas-inversion curves to liquefaction
system. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the thermodynamics of ideal gases, ideal gas
mixtures, and gas mixtures with variable composition. These chapters also discuss
processes involving dissociation-Lighthill ideal dissociating gas, extension to ionization
and real gas effects, and characteristics of "frozen" and equilibrium flows. Chapter 5
surveys the thermodynamics of elastic systems, surface tension, magnetic systems,
reversible electrical cell, and fuel cell. This chapter also provides an introduction to
irreversible thermodynamics, Onsager reciprocal relation, and the concept of
thermoelectricity. This book will prove useful to undergraduate mechanical engineering
students and other engineering students taking courses in thermodynamics and fluid
mechanics.
Engineering Energy Storage explains the engineering concepts of different relevant energy
technologies in a coherent manner, assessing underlying numerical material to evaluate
energy, power, volume, weight and cost of new and existing energy storage systems. With
numerical examples and problems with solutions, this fundamental reference on engineering
principles gives guidance on energy storage devices, setting up energy system plans for smart
grids. Designed for those in traditional fields of science and professional engineers in applied
industries with projects related to energy and engineering, this book is an ideal resource on the
topic. Contains chapter based numerical examples, with applied industry problems and
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solutions Assesses underlying numerical material for evaluating energy, power, volume, weight
and cost of new and existing energy storage systems Offers a cross-disciplinary look across
electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering aspects of energy storage
Selecting the best type of reactor for any particular chemical reaction, taking into consideration
safety, hazard analysis, scale-up, and many other factors is essential to any industrial problem.
An understanding of chemical reaction kinetics and the design of chemical reactors is key to
the success of the of the chemist and the chemical engineer in such an endeavor. This
valuable reference volume conveys a basic understanding of chemical reactor design
methodologies, incorporating control, hazard analysis, and other topics not covered in similar
texts. In addition to covering fluid mixing, the treatment of wastewater, and chemical reactor
modeling, the author includes sections on safety in chemical reaction and scale-up, two topics
that are often neglected or overlooked. As a real-world introduction to the modeling of chemical
kinetics and reactor design, the author includes a case study on ammonia synthesis that is
integrated throughout the text. The text also features an accompanying CD, which contains
computer programs developed to solve modeling problems using numerical methods.
Students, chemists, technologists, and chemical engineers will all benefit from this
comprehensive volume. Shows readers how to select the best reactor design, hazard analysis,
and safety in design methodology Features computer programs developed to solve modeling
problems using numerical methods
Advanced Thermodynamics for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann
Turbomachinery presents the theory and design of turbomachines with step-by-step
procedures and worked-out examples. This comprehensive reference emphasizes
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fundamental principles and construction guidelines for enclosed rotators and contains end-ofchapter problem and solution sets, design formulations, and equations for clear understanding
of key
Polymers are ubiquitous and pervasive in industry, science, and technology. These giant
molecules have great significance not only in terms of products such as plastics, films,
elastomers, fibers, adhesives, and coatings but also less ob viously though none the less
importantly in many leading industries (aerospace, electronics, automotive, biomedical, etc.).
Well over half the chemists and chem ical engineers who graduate in the United States will at
some time work in the polymer industries. If the professionals working with polymers in the
other in dustries are taken into account, the overall number swells to a much greater total. It is
obvious that knowledge and understanding of polymers is essential for any engineer or
scientist whose professional activities involve them with these macromolecules. Not too long
ago, formal education relating to polymers was very limited, indeed, almost nonexistent.
Speaking from a personal viewpoint, I can recall my first job after completing my Ph.D. The job
with E.I. Du Pont de Nemours dealt with polymers, an area in which I had no university
training. There were no courses in polymers offered at my alma mater. My experience,
incidentally, was the rule and not the exception.
The focus of Thermodynamic Concepts and Applications is on traditional thermodynamics
topics, while structurally the book introduces the thermal-fluid sciences. 2nd law topics are
introduced hierarchically in one chapter, important structure for a beginner. The book is
designed for the instructor to select topics and combine them with material from other chapters
seamlessly. Pedagogical devices include: learning objectives, chapter overviews and
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summaries, historical perspectives, and numerous examples, questions and problems and
lavish illustrations. Students are encouraged to use the National Institute of Science and
Technology (NIST) online properties database.
This book is about applications of chemical thermodynamics and kinetics to various
environmental problems related to air, water, soil, and biota. The new edition contains
substantial updates and a new table of contents. The applications are new and extended to
include current events in environmentally-based challenges. Demonstrates the theoretical
foundations of chemical property estimations for environmental process modeling. Provides a
thorough understanding of applications and limitations of various property correlations. It
adopts a multimedia approach to fate and transport modeling and pollution control design
options. Includes numerous worked-out examples and hundreds of problems.
Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering, Second Edition is designed for readers who need to
understand and apply the engineering physics of thermodynamic concepts. It employs a selfteaching format that reinforces presentation of critical concepts, mathematical relationships,
and equations with concrete physical examples and explanations of applications—to help
readers apply principles to their own real-world problems. Less Mathematical/Theoretical
Derivations—More Focus on Practical Application Because both students and professionals
must grasp theory almost immediately in this ever-changing electronic era, this book—now
completely in decimal outline format—uses a phenomenological approach to problems, making
advanced concepts easier to understand. After a decade teaching advanced thermodynamics,
the authors infuse their own style and tailor content based on their observations as
professional engineers, as well as feedback from their students. Condensing more esoteric
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material to focus on practical uses for this continuously evolving area of science, this book is
filled with revised problems and extensive tables on thermodynamic properties and other
useful information. The authors include an abundance of examples, figures, and illustrations to
clarify presented ideas, and additional material and software tools are available for download.
The result is a powerful, practical instructional tool that gives readers a strong conceptual
foundation on which to build a solid, functional understanding of thermodynamics engineering.

Provides an introduction to energy systems going on to describe various forms of
energy sources Provides a comprehensive and a fundamental approach to the
study of sustainable fuel conversion for the generation of electricity and for
coproducing synthetic fuels and chemicals Covers the underlying principles of
physics and their application to engineering including thermodynamics of
combustion and power cycles, fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass transfer Details
the coproduction of fuels and chemicals including key equipment used in
synthesis and specific examples of coproduction in integrated gasification
combined cycles are presented Presents an introduction to renewables and
nuclear energy, including a section on electrical grid stability and is included due
to the synergy of these energy plants with fossil-fueled plants
Nano and Bio Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow focuses on the use of nanoparticles
for bio application and bio-fluidics from an engineering perspective. It introduces
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the mechanisms underlying thermal and fluid interaction of nanoparticles with
biological systems. This book will help readers translate theory into real world
applications, such as drug delivery and lab-on-a-chip. The content covers how
transport at the nano-scale differs from the macro-scale, also discussing what
complications can arise in a biologic system at the nano-scale. It is ideal for
students and early career researchers, engineers conducting experimental work
on relevant applications, or those who develop computer models to
investigate/design these systems. Content coverage includes biofluid mechanics,
transport phenomena, micro/nano fluid flows, and heat transfer. Discusses
nanoparticle applications in drug delivery Covers the engineering fundamentals
of bio heat transfer and fluid flow Explains how to simulate, analyze, and evaluate
the transportation of heat and mass problems in bio-systems
This book presents the development of modern molecular models for fluids from
the interdisciplinary fundamentals of classical and statistical mechanics, of
electrodynamics and of quantum mechanics. The concepts and working
equations of the various fields are briefly derived and illustrated in the context of
understanding the properties of molecular systems. Special emphasis is devoted
to the quantum mechanical basis, since this is used throughout in the calculation
of the molecular energy of a system. The book is application oriented. It stresses
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those elements that are essential for practical model development. The
fundamentals are then used to derive models for various types of applications.
Finally, equation of state models are presented based on quantum chemically
based models for the intermolecular potential energy and perturbation theory.
The book is suited for graduate courses in chemical and mechanical engineering,
physics and chemistry, but may also, by proper selection, be found useful on the
undergraduate level.
Our lives and the functioning of modern societies are intimately intertwined with
electricity consumption. We owe our quality of life to electricity. However, the
electricity generation industry is partly responsible for some of the most pressing
challenges we currently face, including climate change and the pollution of
natural environments, energy inequality, and energy insecurity. Maintaining our
standard of living while addressing these problems is the ultimate challenge for
the future of humanity. The objective of this book is to equip engineering and
science students and professionals to tackle this task. Written by an expert with
over 25 years of combined academic and industrial experience in the field, this
comprehensive textbook covers both fossil fuels and renewable power
generation technologies. For each topic, fundamental principles, historical
backgrounds, and state-of-the-art technologies are covered. Conventional power
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production technologies, steam power plants, gas turbines, and combined cycle
power plants are presented. For steam power plants, the historical background,
thermodynamic principles, steam generators, combustion systems, emission
reduction technologies, steam turbines, condensate-feedwater systems, and
cooling systems are covered in separate chapters. Similarly, the historical
background and thermodynamic principles of gas turbines, along with
comprehensive discussions on compressors, combustors, and turbines, are
presented and then followed with combined cycle power plants. The second half
of the book deals with renewable energy sources, including solar photovoltaic
systems, solar thermal power plants, wind turbines, ocean energy systems, and
geothermal power plants. For each energy source, the available energy and its
variations, historical background, operational principles, basic calculations,
current and future technologies, and environmental impacts are presented.
Finally, energy storage systems as required technologies to address the
intermittent nature of renewable energy sources are covered. While the book has
been written with the needs of undergraduate and graduate college students in
mind, professionals interested in widening their understanding of the field can
also benefit from it.
With the advent of a host of new materials ranging from shape memory alloys to
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biomaterials to multiphase alloys, acquiring the capacity to model inelastic
behavior and to choose the right model in a commercial analysis software has
become a pressing need for practicing engineers. Even with the traditional
materials, there is a continued emphasis on optimizing and extending their full
range of capability in the applications. This textbook builds upon the existing
knowledge of elasticity and thermodynamics, and allows the reader to gain
confidence in extending one's skills in understanding and analyzing problems in
inelasticity. By reading this textbook and working through the assigned exercises,
the reader will gain a level of comfort and competence in developing and using
inelasticity models. Thus, the book serves as a valuable book for practicing
engineers and senior-level undergraduate/graduate-level students in the
mechanical, civil, aeronautical, metallurgical and other disciplines. The book is
written in three parts. Part 1 is primarily focused on lumped parameter models
and simple structural elements such as trusses and beams. This is suitable for an
advanced undergraduate class with just a strength of materials background. Part
II is focused on small deformation multi-dimensional inelasticity and is suitable for
a beginning graduate class. Sufficient material is included on how to numerically
implement an inelastic model and solve either using a simple stress function type
of approach or using commercial software. Case studies are included as
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examples. There is also an extensive discussion of thermodynamics in the
context of small deformations. Part III focuses on more advanced situations such
as finite deformation inelasticity, thermodynamical ideas and crystal plasticity.
More advanced case studies are included in this part. • This textbook takes a
new, task- or scenario-based approach to teaching and learning inelasticity. The
book is written in an active learning style that appeals to engineers and students
who wish to design or analyze structures and components that are subject to
inelasticity. • The book incorporates thermodynamical considerations into the
modeling right from an early stage. Extensive discussions are provided
throughout the book on the thermodynamical underpinnings of the models. • This
textbook is the first to make extensive use of MATLAB to implement many
inelasticity models. It includes the use of concepts such as Airy stress functions
to solve plane problems for inelastic materials. The MATLAB codes are listed in
the appendix for one to modify with their own models and requirements. • Stepby-step procedures for formulations and calculations are provided for the reader
to readily adapt to the inelastic problems that he or she attempts to solve. • A
large number of problems, exercises and projects for one to teach or learn from
are included. These can be assigned as homework, in-class exercises or
projects. • The book is written in a modular fashion, which provides adequate
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flexibility for adaptation in classes that cater to different audiences such as seniorlevel students, graduate students, research scholars, and practicing engineers.
Master the fundamentals of thermodynamics and learn how to apply these skills
in engineering practice today with Reisel's PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS, 2nd Edition. This edition's informal writing style helps
make abstract concepts easier to understand. In addition to mastering
fundamental principles and applications, you explore the impact of different
system parameters on the performance of devices and processes. For example,
you study how changing outlet pressure in a turbine changes the power produced
or how the power requirement of a compressor varies with inlet temperature. This
unique approach strengthens your understanding of how different components of
thermodynamics interrelate, while demonstrating how you will use
thermodynamics in your engineering career. You also learn to develop computerbased models of devices, processes and cycles as well as practice using internetbased programs and computer apps to find thermodynamic data, exactly like
today's practicing engineers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This book determines adjustable parameters in mathematical models that
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describe steady state or dynamic systems, presenting the most important
optimization methods used for parameter estimation. It focuses on the GaussNewton method and its modifications for systems and processes represented by
algebraic or differential equation models.
This book describes the fundamentals and applications of compact heat
exchangers in energy generation. The text focuses on their efficiency impacts on
power systems, particularly emphasizing alternative energy sources such as
Concentrated Solar Power and nuclear plants. The various types of compact heat
exchanger surfaces and designs are given thorough consideration before the
author turns his attention to describing how these compact heat exchangers can
be applied to innovative plant designs, and how to conduct operational and safety
analyses to optimize thermal efficiency. The book is written at an undergraduate
level, but will be useful to practicing engineers and scientists as well.
The Clear, Well-Organized Introduction to Thermodynamics Theory and
Calculations for All Chemical Engineering Undergraduate Students This text is
designed to make thermodynamics far easier for undergraduate chemical
engineering students to learn, and to help them perform thermodynamic
calculations with confidence. Drawing on his award-winning courses at Penn
State, Dr. Themis Matsoukas focuses on “why” as well as “how.” He offers
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extensive imagery to help students conceptualize the equations, illuminating
thermodynamics with more than 100 figures, as well as 190 examples from within
and beyond chemical engineering. Part I clearly introduces the laws of
thermodynamics with applications to pure fluids. Part II extends thermodynamics
to mixtures, emphasizing phase and chemical equilibrium. Throughout,
Matsoukas focuses on topics that link tightly to other key areas of undergraduate
chemical engineering, including separations, reactions, and capstone design.
More than 300 end-of-chapter problems range from basic calculations to realistic
environmental applications; these can be solved with any leading mathematical
software. Coverage includes • Pure fluids, PVT behavior, and basic calculations
of enthalpy and entropy • Fundamental relationships and the calculation of
properties from equations of state • Thermodynamic analysis of chemical
processes • Phase diagrams of binary and simple ternary systems •
Thermodynamics of mixtures using equations of state • Ideal and nonideal
solutions • Partial miscibility, solubility of gases and solids, osmotic processes •
Reaction equilibrium with applications to single and multiphase reactions
Fundamentals of Chemistry theme in two volumes, is a component of
Encyclopedia of Chemical Sciences, Engineering and Technology Resources in
the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated
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compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. The Theme is organized into six
different topics which represent the main scientific areas : History and
Fundamentals of Chemistry; Chemical Experimentation and Instrumentation;
Theoretical Approach to Chemistry; Chemical Thermodynamics; Rates of
Chemical Reactions; Chemical Synthesis of Substances. These two volumes are
aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College
students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research personnel and Policy
analysts, managers, and decision makers and NGOs
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to chemical process
engineering, linking the fundamental theory and concepts to the industrial day-today practice. It bridges the gap between chemical sciences and the practical
chemical industry. It enables the reader to integrate fundamental knowledge of
the basic disciplines, to understand the most important chemical processes, and
to apply this knowledge to the practice in the industry.
An Introduction to Equilibrium Thermodynamics discusses classical
thermodynamics and irreversible thermodynamics. It introduces the laws of
thermodynamics and the connection between statistical concepts and observable
macroscopic properties of a thermodynamic system. Chapter 1 discusses the first
law of thermodynamics while Chapters 2 through 4 deal with statistical concepts.
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The succeeding chapters describe the link between entropy and the reversible
heat process concept of entropy; the second law of thermodynamics; Legendre
transformations and Jacobian algebra. Finally, Chapter 10 provides an
introduction to irreversible thermodynamics. This book will be useful as an
introductory text to thermodynamics for engineering students.
Industrial Gas Turbines: Performance and Operability explains important aspects
of gas turbine performance such as performance deterioration, service life and
engine emissions. Traditionally, gas turbine performance has been taught from a
design perspective with insufficient attention paid to the operational issues of a
specific site. Operators are not always sufficiently familiar with engine
performance issues to resolve operational problems and optimise performance.
Industrial Gas Turbines: Performance and Operability discusses the key factors
determining the performance of compressors, turbines, combustion and engine
controls. An accompanying engine simulator CD illustrates gas turbine
performance from the perspective of the operator, building on the concepts
discussed in the text. The simulator is effectively a virtual engine and can be
subjected to operating conditions that would be dangerous and damaging to an
engine in real-life conditions. It also deals with issues of engine deterioration,
emissions and turbine life. The combined use of text and simulators is designed
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to allow the reader to better understand and optimise gas turbine operation.
Discusses the key factors in determining the perfomance of compressors,
turbines, combustion and engine controls Explains important aspects of gas and
turbine perfomance such as service life and engine emissions Accompanied by
CD illustrating gas turbine performance, building on the concepts discussed in
the text
Master the fundamentals of thermodynamics and learn how to apply these skills
in engineering practice today with Reisel's PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS, SI, 2nd Edition. This edition's informal writing style helps
make abstract concepts easier to understand. In addition to mastering
fundamental principles and applications, you explore the impact of different
system parameters on the performance of devices and processes. For example,
you study how changing outlet pressure in a turbine changes the power produced
or how the power requirement of a compressor varies with inlet temperature. This
unique approach strengthens your understanding of how different components of
thermodynamics interrelate, while demonstrating how you will use
thermodynamics in your engineering career. You also learn to develop computerbased models of devices, processes and cycles as well as practice using internetbased programs and computer apps to find thermodynamic data, exactly like
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today's practicing engineers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Chemical engineers face the challenge of learning the difficult concept and
application of entropy and the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. By following a visual
approach and offering qualitative discussions of the role of molecular
interactions, Koretsky helps them understand and visualize thermodynamics.
Highlighted examples show how the material is applied in the real world.
Expanded coverage includes biological content and examples, the Equation of
State approach for both liquid and vapor phases in VLE, and the practical side of
the 2nd Law. Engineers will then be able to use this resource as the basis for
more advanced concepts.
Building up gradually from first principles, this unique introduction to modern
thermodynamics integrates classical, statistical and molecular approaches and is
especially designed to support students studying chemical and biochemical
engineering. In addition to covering traditional problems in engineering
thermodynamics in the context of biology and materials chemistry, students are
also introduced to the thermodynamics of DNA, proteins, polymers and surfaces.
It includes over 80 detailed worked examples, covering a broad range of
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scenarios such as fuel cell efficiency, DNA/protein binding, semiconductor
manufacturing and polymer foaming, emphasizing the practical real-world
applications of thermodynamic principles; more than 300 carefully tailored
homework problems, designed to stretch and extend students' understanding of
key topics, accompanied by an online solution manual for instructors; and all the
necessary mathematical background, plus resources summarizing commonly
used symbols, useful equations of state, microscopic balances for open systems,
and links to useful online tools and datasets.
Although the basic theories of thermodynamics are adequately covered by a
number of existing texts, there is little literature that addresses more advanced
topics. In this comprehensive work the author redresses this balance, drawing on
his twenty-five years of experience of teaching thermodynamics at undergraduate
and postgraduate level, to produce a definitive text to cover thoroughly, advanced
syllabuses. The book introduces the basic concepts which apply over the whole
range of new technologies, considering: a new approach to cycles, enabling their
irreversibility to be taken into account; a detailed study of combustion to show
how the chemical energy in a fuel is converted into thermal energy and
emissions; an analysis of fuel cells to give an understanding of the direct
conversion of chemical energy to electrical power; a detailed study of property
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relationships to enable more sophisticated analyses to be made of both high and
low temperature plant and irreversible thermodynamics, whose principles might
hold a key to new ways of efficiently covering energy to power (e.g. solar energy,
fuel cells). Worked examples are included in most of the chapters, followed by
exercises with solutions. By developing thermodynamics from an explicitly
equilibrium perspective, showing how all systems attempt to reach a state of
equilibrium, and the effects of these systems when they cannot, the result is an
unparalleled insight into the more advanced considerations when converting any
form of energy into power, that will prove invaluable to students and professional
engineers of all disciplines.
As the chemical process industry is among the most energy demanding sectors,
chemical engineers are endeavoring to contribute towards sustainable future.
Due to the limitation of fossil fuels, the need for energy independence, as well as
the environmental problem of the greenhouse gas effect, there is a large
increasing interest in the research and development of chemical processes that
require less capital investment and reduced operating costs and lead to high ecoefficiency. The use of heat pumps is a hot topic due to many advantages, such
as low energy requirements as well as an increasing number of industrial
applications. Therefore, in the current book, authors are focusing on use of heat
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pumps in the chemical industry, providing an overview of heat pump technology
as applied in the chemical process industry, covering both theoretical and
practical aspects: working principle, applied thermodynamics, theoretical
background, numerical examples and case studies, as well as practical
applications. The worked-out examples have been included to instruct students,
engineers and process designers about how to design various heat pumps used
in the industry. Reader friendly resources namely relevant equations, diagrams,
figures and references that reflect the current and upcoming heat pump
technologies, will be of great help to all readers from the chemical and
petrochemical industry, biorefineries and other related areas.
In this textbook, the authors show that a few fundamental principles can provide
students of mechanical and aeronautical engineering with a deep understanding
of all modes of aircraft and spacecraft propulsion.
Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 9th Edition sets the standard for
teaching students how to be effective problem solvers. Real-world applications
emphasize the relevance of thermodynamics principles to some of the most
critical problems and issues of today, including topics related to energy and the
environment, biomedical/bioengineering, and emerging technologies.
Applied Engineering Analysis Tai-Ran Hsu, San Jose State University, USA A
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resource book applying mathematics to solve engineering problems Applied
Engineering Analysis is a concise textbookwhich demonstrates how toapply
mathematics to solve engineering problems. It begins with an overview of
engineering analysis and an introduction to mathematical modeling, followed by
vector calculus, matrices and linear algebra, and applications of first and second
order differential equations. Fourier series and Laplace transform are also
covered, along with partial differential equations, numerical solutions to nonlinear
and differential equations and an introduction to finite element analysis. The book
also covers statistics with applications to design and statistical process controls.
Drawing on the author’s extensive industry and teaching experience, spanning
40 years, the book takes a pedagogical approach and includes examples, case
studies and end of chapter problems. It is also accompanied by a website hosting
a solutions manual and PowerPoint slides for instructors. Key features: Strong
emphasis on deriving equations, not just solving given equations, for the solution
of engineering problems. Examples and problems of a practical nature with
illustrations to enhance student’s self-learning. Numerical methods and
techniques, including finite element analysis. Includes coverage of statistical
methods for probabilistic design analysis of structures and statistical process
control (SPC). Applied Engineering Analysis is a resource book for engineering
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students and professionals to learn how to apply the mathematics experience
and skills that they have already acquired to their engineering profession for
innovation, problem solving, and decision making.
Designed for use in a standard two-semester engineering thermodynamics
course sequence. The first half of the text contains material suitable for a basic
Thermodynamics course taken by engineers from all majors. The second half of
the text is suitable for an Applied Thermodynamics course in mechanical
engineering programs. The text has numerous features that are unique among
engineering textbooks, including historical vignettes, critical thinking boxes, and
case studies. All are designed to bring real engineering applications into a
subject that can be somewhat abstract and mathematical. Over 200 worked
examples and more than 1,300 end of chapter problems provide the use
opportunities to practice solving problems related to concepts in the text.
Provides the reader with clear presentations of the fundamental principles of
basic and applied engineering thermodynamics. Helps students develop
engineering problem solving skills through the use of structured problem-solving
techniques. Introduces the Second Law of Thermodynamics through a basic
entropy concept, providing students a more intuitive understanding of this key
course topic. Covers Property Values before the First Law of Thermodynamics to
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ensure students have a firm understanding of property data before using them.
Over 200 worked examples and more than 1,300 end of chapter problems offer
students extensive opportunity to practice solving problems. Historical Vignettes,
Critical Thinking boxes and Case Studies throughout the book help relate
abstract concepts to actual engineering applications. For greater instructor
flexibility at exam time, thermodynamic tables are provided in a separate
accompanying booklet. Available online testing and assessment component
helps students assess their knowledge of the topics. Email
textbooks@elsevier.com for details.
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